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The liquid crystal (LC) filters with hybrid, circular-planar, and circular-homeotropic alignments of the LC layer have been

analysed in detail. The exploited alignment of the LC layer assures the uncommon polarizing properties of the filter. We man-

age to observe that transmissions in such a filter create an orthogonal set. This set may be joined with a spectral component

of light by the unique way. It is exhibited in the presented work. We proved here that such an orthogonal set is created by

means of light polarization as well as by means of the light wavelength. It has been shown that a liquid crystal which has a

high birefringence improves sensitivity of transmission on the transmitted wavelength and polarization.
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Polarization effects are now perceived as a potential new

source of information. Polarization analysis of the objects

in a scene allows distinguishing the features according to

their light, reflection properties or light scattering proper-

ties. The randomly scattered ambient light is likely to be

unpolarized, whereas ambient light reflected from a smooth

surface is likely to have a preferential polarization direction

[1]. A difference between the scenes taken by two perpen-

dicular polarizations removes the polarized light compo-

nent from the resulting image. That way is known as a po-

larization-difference imaging (PDI) [2]. The liquid crystal

(LC) micro polarizer array made by photolithography tech-

nology has been reported for that aim [3]. The efficiency of

that micropolarizer array was very low and the polarizer

seems to be far from being completed.

We describe here another kind of the LC device for po-

larization affected an object imaging. The reported device

transmits the polarised component of an image. So, it also

provides the data for the PDI procedure.

The authors partially described the considered filter

construction earlier as a tool exploited for wavelet trans-

form of an image while a circular-planar LC layer align-

ment has been applied in the filter [4]. A joined spectral

and polarizing property of this filter has not been presented

before this article.

Here, the most important features of the considered de-

vice have been characterised in detail. Especially, depend-

ence of the filter parameters on the LC substance character-

istics has been described. It is proved here that a transmis-

sion of the considered filter creates an orthogonal set of

functions. Such a set may be obtained in reference to the

incident light polarization as well as in reference to the

wavelength of the transmitted light. We exhibit here also

that the birefringence of an applied liquid crystal decides

about the filter attributes.
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The used LC layer alignment in the analysed filter is pre-

sented in Fig. 1. The LC filter with planar-circular align-

ment has been already described by Sato et al. [5,6]. They

did not analyse a transmission dependency on LC proper-

ties. They also did not describe any spectral properties of

such a filter.

The light transmission in the filter is ruled by, so-called,

adiabatic following in a twisted nematic LC layer. It ap-

pears that the electric field follows the twist of the director

field in the LC layer, as optical path is long enough [7]. In

such a situation, the resulted transmission in crossed polar-

izer is like in Fig. 2. Polarized direction in Fig. 2 has been

placed along a sheet edge while a planar alignment is paral-

lel to the arrow visible in the figure.

If the considered filter cooperates with the tuned

half-wave liquid crystalline phase shifter, like in Fig. 3,

then the area of transmission will rotate in the filter plane

in accordance with the entrance light polarization.

When the spectral and polarizing scene acquisition is

realized simultaneously, an optical system is like in

Fig. 4.
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When the Jones vectors, says J, are used for description of

the wave polarization, the transmission in the twisted LC

medium should be treated as [7]

T J MJ� � 2
. (1)

The matrix M depends on the LC layer properties. The an-

gle � denotes the twist angle in the LC layer. In the exam-

ined filter, the twist angle depends on the position on the

filter plane � = �(x,y) or � = �(x,y,z)
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The item � denotes the phase variation in a transmitted

wave
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The �n is a birefringence of the LC medium and d is

the LC layer thickness. The Jones vectors can be described

in terms of polarizer and analyser angular position
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The angles in Eq. (5) are orientations of the entrance

and exit polarizer. We manage to notice that the twist angle

distribution over the filter body may be characterised by

means of the simple formulae
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The co-ordinates are centred in the middle of the filter

and they have been denoted as x and y. The coordinate z is

directed as perpendicular to the filter body. The first twist

angle distribution in Eq. (6) is for a circular-planar align-
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Fig. 1. Schematic view of the LC alignment on both sides of LC

layer inside investigated filter for two different LC layer arran-

gements. The arrows exhibit the director field orientation on both

sides of the LC layer that is described for both surfaces below the

picture.

Fig. 2. Light reflection on the filter when corners of the filter are not

covered with the polarising sheet.

Fig. 3. Scheme of the measurement system.

Fig. 4. Optical system for simultaneous spectral and polarizing

acquisition of a scene.



ment and the angle described in Eq. (7) is for a circu-

lar-homeotropic alignment. The calculations in the second

case have been done for a set of the “exit” Jones vector

taken for each thin slice of the LC layer in which we as-

sume
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Obviously, in the case of circular-homeotropic align-

ment we had to calculate the T matrix as

T Tk
k
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The number of the slices equal to L – 1 has been as-

sumed arbitrary. The obtained dependence of the transmis-

sion on the lc birefringence has been calculated in accor-

dance with Eqs. (1–6) and illustrated in Fig. 5. When the

LC layer thickness remains fixed, polarization of the trans-

mitted light may be selected in dependence on a given LC

substance birefringence.

The dependence of transmission on reference orienta-

tion of the polarizer and analyser has been shown in Fig. 6.

It can be seen that a reference position of entrance and exit

polarizer results, to some extent, in improvement in light

polarization selection.

The transmission in the analysed device is sensitive to

light colour as well. It is shown in Fig. 7. Such an effect is

especially strong in the case when an angle between the en-

trance and the exit polarizer is equal to 45. The orthogonal

character of the both transmitted intensities can be easily

seen.
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Very useful perceive about twist angle distribution over the

LC layer in the filter allow us to simulate optical properties

of the filter. Intensity transmission in the figures with

mixed, circular-planar LC, and circular-homeotropic align-

ment has been analysed in detail theoretically and illus-

trated experimentally. The obtained theoretical and experi-

mental transmissions are very similar.

The transmission in the analysed filter occurs polaris-

ation sensitive. A final shape of the transmission depends

on a reference orientation of the entrance and exit polar-

izer. The influence of the entrance and exit polarizer has

been shown as a way to obtain higher sensitivity of the fil-

ter on the transmitted wavelength. An exhibition of the

spectral sensitivity of the filter proves that one can apply

such a filter for polarization difference imaging in different

ranges of the spectrum. The presented figures prove also
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Fig. 5. Intensity transmission vs. LC birefringence (placed as a, b, c) at � = 700 nm, x and y are the distances along a filter side.

Fig. 6. Transmission when polarizer and analyser are parallel (on

the left) and crossed (on the right).

Fig. 7. Dependence of the transmission on the transmitted

wavelength for the entrance and exit polarizer twisted on 45.



that transmission of the filter creates an orthogonal set,

which can be joined with polarization and/or with the spec-

trum of the transmitted wave.

So, as a component of an optical system that filter may

be optimised, and the main decisive factors of an optimisa-

tion are collected in here. The details of the theoretical

model have been also given.
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